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International GCSE MATHEMATICS
FORMULAE SHEET _ HIGHER TIER

Pythagoras'
Theorem

Volume of cone : !nr'h Volume of sphere : t*'
Surface area ofsphere: 4Tr2c Curved surface area of cone: nrl

b

a I
h

a2+ b2: c2

adj : hyp x cos 0
opp: hyp x sin 0

opp opp: adj x tan0 In any frangle ABC
C

adj or .ir6 = 
oPP

h1,p

"oro = udj
h1p

b a

A

tanO = 9P
adj

L

abc
Sine rule: sin,4 sin B sin C

Cosine rule: a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cos A

Area of triangle = \ ab sin C

Volume of prism: area of cross section x length

Area of a trapezitm: l(a + b)h

Circumference of ctcle : 2nr

Area of circle : rr2

Volume of cylinder : nr2h
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2 + bx * c: 0,
where a+0, are given byh

Curved surface area
of cylinder :2rrh -b+ b2 - 4acx:

0

2a

2
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1 Here is a biased 5-sided spinner.

When the spinner is spun, it can land on red, blue, black, white or green.
The probability that it lands on red, blue, black or white is given in the table

Colour red blue black white green

Probability 0.18 0.20 0.23 0.22

George spins the spinner once.

(a) Work out the probability that the spinner lands on green.

.Y1 _d:tl
Heena spins the spinner 40 times.

(b) Work out an estimate for the number of times the spinner lands on blue

g
{?i

(Total for Question I is 4 marks)

€(blua)7- 0'ta ^Yd
8

blue

green black
white

I
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2 Rectangle A has a width ofx metres and a height of (x + 2) metres.
Rectangle B has a width of 2x metres and a height of 4x metres.

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

(x+2) A 4x B

x2x
The perimeter of rectangle A is equal to the perimeter of rectangle B.

(i) Use this information to write down an equation in x.

&rc + e (c.+z) : lz)c

?rc + a(artz) = lztc
(ii) Find the value of x

)r. -r 1a.- + y -- I ? )c
LkJc + \ z l2lc

t ?lc
/z 0-r

0.r
(Total for Question 2 is 4 marks)

4
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3 Joseph travels to work each day by train.
The weekly cost of his train joumey is f45
Joseph's weekly pay is f.625

(a) Work out 45 as a percentage of 625

(|-r
xl00

6zr
0'olr:Joo"

(b) The weekly cost of his train joumey increases by 8%.

Increase f.45 by 8%.

l.or X 9l-
?t .d0
4-=-'

l.z o,//o

f. +s.60
i"3i

6.?o - 6zs- l\00
6 zs

z 0-O L* t roo &-r o/,/o

(d) Joseph decides to cycle to work.
He cycles 18 km to work.
His journey to work takes t hour 20 minutes. l'h o
Calculate his average speed in kilometres per hour,

V-- J tr f e n cs Ir ?- f 3'5
I t.r..-

--
i f 3.s

km/h
la \
i*1 j

(Total for Ouestion 3 is 11 marks)
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(c) Joseph's weekly pay increases to f640

Calculate the percentage increase from 625 to 640
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x

-6
(a) On the grid, enlarge shape P with scale factor 3 and centre (-8, 7).

Label the new shape Q.

(b) On the grid, rotate shape P"through 90o clockwise about the point (-8, 7).
Label the new shape R.

t2)

(Total for Question 4 is 5 marks)

5 Solve the simultaneous equations
2x
2x

-6
-0

\;6
J2 +L,v-

y+
Show clear algebraic working.

6 * z}. 1L )\ > o
t*l*(-- O

l=-l 'r
U> 3

x: - l.r
v: 3

(Total for Question 5 is 3 marks)

-"- t2

-" 10

( )8

6

4

R 2

-10 -8 -6 4 a o 2 6 8 10

1

i
a"-z

-:.4

6
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6 A school has 60 teachers.

The table shows information about the distances, in km, the teachers travel to school
each day.

x Distance (d km) Frequency

0<d<5 t2

5<d< 10 6

10<d< 15 4

1,5 < d <20 6

20<d<25 t4

25<d<30 18

xf
J.g
'l-r

t7-5
r1.t.
2?-r
1'l-r

6rr
$o
lo {-
3f -fqlr

(a) Write down the modal class.

Js. J sgo J 3so
:--#

(b) Work out an estimate for the total distance travelled to school by the 60 teachers
each day.

3ot vf+fo + lotr + 3l.l. + 9t-f
lo go

lo vo km
(3)

(Total for Question 6 is 4 marks)

7 (i) Solve the inequalities -2 < x + 2 < 5

- + < A*. 3

(ii) On the number line, represent the solution to part (i).

-5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

(Total for Question 7 is 4 marks)
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8 C

7.9 cm
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

ABC is a triangle.
AC:7.9 cm
Angle B: 90o
Angle C: 38o

A B

(a) Calculate the length of BC.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

Cos gS =j.
1-t

llc = 1.1 crs33

= 6.za Yz? -.
6'2 3

z 6.23 dt1

(b) The size of angle C is 38o, correct to 2 significant figures.

(i) Write down the lower bound of the size of angle C.

3', 3g 3t
L I 3-).-r o3'l.r 3B.r-

(ii) Write down the upper bound of the size of angle C

38's-
(2)

(Total for Question 8 is 5 marks)

380

o
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9 The table shows the diameters, in kilometres, of five planets.

(a) Which of these planets has the smallest diameter?

l.1nRs
(1)

(b) Calculate the difference, in kilometres, between the diameter of Saturn and the
diameter of Neptune.
Give your answer in standard form.

l.Z ,( los \--o xl0

19
I xl0v

km
(2)

The diameter of the Moon is 3.5 x 103 km.
The diameter of the Sun is 1.4 x 106 km.

(c) Calculate the ratio of the diameter of the Moon to the diameter of the Sun.
Give your answer in the form I : n

!.f llo3 '. l"t llo(
3soo'- lqoo ooo

3r: lq o0o

| . qoo'>=> l: v-oo
(*)

(Total for Question 9 is 5 marks)

Planet Diameter (km)
Venus 1.2 x 104

Jupiter 1.4 x 10s

Neptune 5.0 x 104

Mars 6.8 x 101

Saturn 1.2 x 105
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10 The points (0, -1) and (4,5) lie on the straight line L

v

4

1

4 x

(a) Work out the gradient of L.

u ?,, I

rna z - (-r) 3.,,I

7 0 ,/,

(b) Write down an equation of L.

U. I
(u

(c) Find an equation of the line which i, p@Lto L and passes through the point (- 2, O)

n: l-f
f, =|-Ptq <-

0 = l-YC-z) tc
Cz-3

0- - l'5:t 1j ) =l'rx+
(Total for Question 10 is 5 marks)

L

/
Lz, 1,)

). t

!

I (
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11 A washing line is attached at points A and B on two vertical posts standing on horizontal
ground.
Point ,4 is 2.1 metres above the ground on one post.
Point B is 1.7 metres above the ground on the other post.
The horizontal distance between the two posts is 6 metres. Diagram NOT

accurately drawn

A

0
B

Calcuiate the distance lB.
Give your answer correct to 3 sigriificant figures

Ag= 6t + o''+?-

= (.ol

(.0/
,..... m

(Total for Question 11 is 4 marks)

12 Make ft the subject of the formula A=2xr(r+h)

A ? Y+L,

-

ll-uv

h A Y)Itr A

-

Y
h: llt r

(Total for Question 12 is 2 marks)

lffi_

1.7 m

6m

6
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13 The incomplete table and histogram show information about the lengths of time,
I minutes, students spent waiting for their school bus one morning.

Time (r minutes) Number of students

0<r(2 20

2<r(10 t20

10<r( 15 60

15<r(20 t+o
20<r(30 30

(i) Use the histogram to complete the table.

(ii) Use the table to complete the histogram.

Frequency
density

IL

,

0 2 4 6 8 10 t2 14 t6 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Time (r minutes)

(Total for Question 13 is 4 marks)
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14 A target has a black circle and a white region.
Arrows can hit the black circle, the white region or miss the target.

Peter shoots two arrows at the target.
On each shot, the probability that Peter's alrow misses the target is 0.1
On each shot, the probability that Peter's arrow hits the white region is twice the
probability that it hits the black circle.

(a) Complete the probability tree diagram for Peter's two arrows.

First arrow

0:3

o.(

Black
circle

White
region

Second arow
d:3 Black circle

0.(
White region

A:l
Miss

0 -3 Black circle

White region

O:l
Miss

0.1
0.3- Black circle

0'(
Miss White region

0-l
Miss

i"'l

(b) An arrow which hits the black circle scores 10 points.
An arrow which hits the white region scores 5 points:
An arrow which misses the target scores 0 points.

Calculate the probability that Peter scores exactly 10 points with his 2 arrows.

P( S tacb, mirf) 6p P( rnurr, Kle.t ) a, f(w, w)

(o.r^o.t) + (o.r ro.l)r (o.6Io'6/
= 0-+z=-=- O-ttZ

{:1i
(Total for Question 14 is 6 marks)

13
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15 The Venn diagram shows a universal set Eand three sets A, B and C.

7, 6,3,2 and 10 represent the numbers of elements

Find

(i) n(Aw B)

t?
(ii) n(A')

3+ ?-+lo
rr

(iii) n(B aC')

( ts
4=-

1
(i") n(A'w B')

3+ z + lo +?
Tu

(Total for Question 15 is 4 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.

az,

B

C

A
J

7
2

10

14
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t6 Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

9cm 7cm

13 cm

Cos )( ltt r3t- 1L
2xlx13

edsx = 0.trg1-_.
X:- ca.t-r ( o.Zr8T---)

x -_ So.B
v:.. 3o:-?

(Total for Question 16 is 3 marks)
-<r:

17 Simplifu tullu 1*'-25-----r---J ----' 6x, +l3x_5
(e x*r) (zr-r) 2x-r
(f 

^ 
+s) ( 3, -r) 7r- t

:;:

.}>. -5
3x-l

(Total for Question 17 is 3 marks)
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Calculate the value of x.
Give your answer correct to I decimal place.
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18 (a) Differentiate with respect to x

(i) 8x2

*
J>r.

=f6x
l6 x

(iD i ^2 ) t,-'

! a -L^Jr'
-z X -"_

(b) The curve with equation ! =8xz
2

has one turning point.+-
x \Find the coordinates of this turning point.

Show your working clearly.
J)
c, 20

di l6x L
d1 x>

f'e x 2 :-o
7>

It x ?- 2
x

t6x 3 z L

v 3 Ih
X: '{k ,1, '/, 6

)
(4)

(Total for Question 18 is 7 marks)

-
16
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L9 The diagram shows a rectangular playground of width r metres and length 3x metres.

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

width x

3x
length

(x+ro;
The playground is extended, by adding 10 metres to its width and20 metres to its
length,toform alargerrectangularplayground. \ BX + Lo
The area ofthe larger rectangular playground
playground.

(a) Show that 3x2 - 50x - 200: 0

is double area of the original

( x.

(g, +zg (^+ro) = 6x-

3xL +tox +'Loo>6xL
3X>-5'dl+-2oo*o

(b) Calculate the area of the original playground.

t^z- -rOI- looz(t

(:r*t!( r -zo)
I zLo

A*a 2 3)tz
i 9 rzoL

? tz00
lzoo m2

{$}

(Total for Question 19 is 8 marks)
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20 The diagram shows a parallelogram, PORS

Misthe midpoint of PS.
++PM: a PQ:b

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

P b O

a

M)

s
(a) Find, in terms of a andlor b,

(i)829 a

R

Jd
+(ii) PR Ps + s F

z )a + b ld+L
+

,*1 P + Pd(iit) MQ 
=

-d + b
b*q

Nis the point on MQ sttchthat MN =! *g'3
(b) Use a vector method to prove that PNR is a straight line.

2t +\PK
PN 7 Pt1 t N lv

2 Pt't -r /snQ

. ltr(lq* L)

pN = l. PF

Ptr /t PF
b'of\ l.l ',.r hr^u c c

Covnn .o'*. po.^ t 12 .

t2\

(Total for Question 20 is 5 marks)
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2l The diagram shows a pyramid with a horizontal rectangular base PQR^S
PQ:16 cm.
QR: 10 cm.
M is the midpoint of the line PR.
The vertex, 7, is vertically above M.
MT: 15cm.

PRt= loz+l[' T Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

PR = ls'8(7--
s R

PM : 1. 'tsl1
10 cm

P
16 cm

Calculate the size of the angle between TP and the base PQRS
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

l3ro.^^ A PTI',l

t^' P
ts
t-url1

rr
)P t -,-t( Q'+13\

= sJ.83z--

s -1. ?

(Total for Question 21 is 4 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS IOO MARKS

-----t--
I
I

-l;"'-"""------"' M

1 5 cm
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